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The motion-sensitive
horizontal
cells in the lobula plate of
the fly are assumed to play a key role in the sensory control
of yaw torque generated
by the flying animal during coursestabilization
maneuvers and the fixation of objects. This inference results from comparisons
of electrophysiological
data obtained from blowflies (Calliphora
efyfhrocephala)
and
behavioral data obtained mainly from houseflies (Musca domes&a) and fruitflies (Drosophila
melanogaster).
Apart from
few exceptions,
the compatibility
of these physiological
and
behavioral data has not been critically tested. In the present
study, the responses
of the equatorial
horizontal
cell HSE
of Calliphora
and the yaw torque responses
of Calliphora
and Musca were recorded under identical visual stimulation
with moving periodic gratings. The goal of the experiments
was to obtain electrophysiological
and behavioral
data on
CaMphora, on the one hand, and behavioral
data on Calliphofa and Musca, on the other hand, that allow direct comparisons between the physiological
properties
of the HSE
and the visually induced torque responses
in both species.
The dependence
of the HSE responses
and the yaw torque
responses
on the direction, contrast frequency, and brightness of a moving periodic
grating were evaluated
quantitatively. The results of the electrophysiological
recordings
and torque measurements
are in close agreement
and thus
represent
strong evidence that the horizontal
cells are, in
fact, involved in yaw torque control in both species. Measurements of the cellular and behavioral
responses as function of the stimulus position in the visual field, however,
reveal differences
between the spatial sensitivity of the horizontal cells and the sensory input to the motor system. This
suggests the existence of an additional
torque control system. The roles of the horizontal
cells and of the additional
system in the visual orientation
behavior of the fly are discussed.

Visual orientation in animalsand humansrelies largely on the
analysisof retinal motion patterns by the visual system.These
patternscontain information on self-motion, object motion, and
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the three-dimensionalstructure of the surroundings,which can
be used for the orientation in complex environments.
Course stabilization and object fixation are two major components of visually guided behavior that have been studiedextensively usingflies asa model system(GBtz, 1983;Heisenberg
and Wolf, 1984; Wehrhahn, 1985;Reichardt, 1986;Egelhaafet
al., 1988). Visual course stabilization relies on the evaluation
of global retinal motion patterns perceivedby the animal during
self-motion in a stationary environment. For example,apparent
rotations of the entire surroundings,which indicate deviations
from a straight course,induce corrective flight torque responses
around the body axes. In contrast, fixation behavior is characterized by turnings of the flying animal toward stationary or
moving objects,ascan be observedduring approachto landing
sitesor in tracking sequencesbetweentwo flies. Studiesof the
mechanismunderlying fixation have causedcontroversy, but it
is generally acceptednow that fixation also relies on the evaluation of motion (Reichardt, 1973; Pick, 1976; Wehrhahn and
Hausen, 1980). Recent studiesdemonstratethat, in particular,
the computation of relative motion between object and background plays an important role (Poggioet al., 1981; Reichardt
et al., 1983; Egelhaaf, 1985a-c).
Analysis of the visual systemof the fly hasrevealed that the
main motion computation center of the optic lobe is located in
the lobula plate. This neuropil contains an array of about 50
largedirectionally selectiveintemeuronsthat encoderetinal motion patterns and are consideredto play a key role in visual
orientation behavior (Hausen, 1981, 1984; Hausenand Egelhaaf, 1988; Egelhaafet al., 1988). Major output neuronsof the
lobula plate are 3 giant cells, which respondselectively to horizontal motion. The cells are termed “northern,” “equatorial,”
and “southern” horizontal cell (HSN, HSE, HSS) and scanthe
dorsal, medial, and ventral part of the ipsilateral visual field,
respectively. They are synaptically coupled to descendingneurons that converge, together with other sensorypathways, onto
the motor control centers in the thoracic ganglion (Hausen,
1976, 1982a,b; Eckert, 1981; Heide, 1983; Strausfeldand Bassemir, 1985; Hausen and Hengstenberg,1987; Hausenet al.,
1988; Hengstenberget al., 1988; K. Hausen, unpublishedobservations).Further output elementsof the lobula plate are four
recently describedfigure-detection cells (FD cells)that, in contrast to the horizontal cells, respond selectively to horizontal
movement of smallobjectsin the visual environment (Egelhaaf,
1985b, c). Although the synaptic connectionsof theseelements
have not yet been investigated, they are also assumedto be
coupled via descendingneuronsto the thoracic motor centers.
Several studiesperformed with different experimental techniques and in different speciesof flies indicate that motioninduced yaw torque responsesof theseanimals are controlled
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by 2 neural systems evaluating large field and object motion
and that the HS and FD neurons are the essential sensory output
elements of these systems (Heisenberg et al., 1978; Geiger and
NBssel, 1982; Hausen and Wehrhahn,
1983; Reichardt et al.,
1983; Egelhaaf, 1985a, b, c; Bausenwein et al., 1986). This inference critically depends on the assumption that physiological
and behavioral data obtained from different species are compatible, since the electrophysiological
data available at present
were obtained from studies in blowflies (Calliphora erythrocephala),whereas the bulk of the behavioral data results from
investigations
in houseflies (Musca domestica) and fruitflies
(Drosophila melanogaster).Comparative
anatomical
investigations demonstrate that at least the horizontal
cells in various
species of flies, including Musca and Drosophila,are very similar
to those found in blowflies. This structural conformity suggests
similar physiological
properties
of the cells in these species
(Hausen, unpublished
observations).
The present study concerns the role of the HS cells in the
control of motion-induced
flight torque responses in flies and
has 2 aims. On the one hand, cellular and behavioral responses
to motion are measured under identical stimulation
conditions
in Calliphorato obtain comparable physiological and behavioral
data in this species. On the other hand, the torque responses of
Calliphora and Musca are measured under the same conditions
to obtain reliable data for interspecific comparisons.
In a subsequent study (Hausen and Wehrhahn, 1990), the
functional significance of the HS- and FD-cells in torque control
is further investigated by means of microsurgical
lesion experiments.

Materials

and Methods

Animals. Behavioral experiments were carried out with female houseflies (Muscadomestica)
and blowflies (Calliphoraerythrocephala).
The
electrophysiological recordings were performed exclusively on female
blowflies. The flies were reared in a laboratory culture and were aged
2-18 d.
Stimulation. The animals were stimulated with a moving periodic
grating of bright and dark stripes. The grating had an angular diameter
d = 39.6”, a spatial wavelength X = 13.2”, a contrast c = 0.8, and a mean
luminance I = 70 cd.m-2. The standard position of the grating was in
the right visual field of the test flies at $ = +40” and 0 = 0”. J/ and 8
denote the azimuth and elevation angles in the visual field of the fly
and are defined such that they are positive in the right and in the dorsal
hemisphere, respectively. The periodic grating and-its direction of motion could be tilted bv an anale (Y(see inset of Fia. 2a): (Y = 0”. 180”:
horizontal backward, forwardmotion; 01= 90”, 270< vertical downward,
upward motion. Pattern velocities were specified in terms of the contrast
frequency w/X (W is angular velocity and X spatial wavelength of the
grating). Standard pattern direction and contrast frequency in the experiments were (Y= 0” and w/X = 1 Hz. In some experiments, a second,
stationary grating was placed in the left visual field of the flies at # =
-45”, 0 = 0”. Stimulation was performed according to the standard
program, in which grating-motion was repetitively displayed for periods
of 1.5 set in intervals of 9.3 sec.
Behavioral experiments. Flies were prepared for behavioral measurements by glueing a small cardboard triangle to their tergites, which
served to attach them to a torque meter. The heads of the flies were
fixed with wax to the thorax to prevent head movements. The ocelli
and, in monocular stimulation experiments, also the left compound
eyes were covered with black nontoxic casein paint. The preparation
was performed under light anesthesia with carbon dioxide, and the
animals were allowed to recover from it for at least one night before
experiments started.
In the experiments, the flies were suspended from a torque meter
(Fermi and Reichardt, 1963) and carefully adjusted with respect to the
grating. Position and orientation of the animals were controlled by
microscopic inspection of the frontal equatorial pseudopupils of the
compound eyes, which indicate precisely the head orientation in space.
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Stimulation was performed according to the standard program, and the
stimulus-induced flight torque signals of the tethered flying animals were
recorded, digitized, and stored for later evaluation.
If not otherwise stated, the behavioral data presented in the study are
averages of a total of 20 measurements carried out with 12 animals
under each stimulus condition. Positive and negative values of the torque
data denote intended turnings of the flying animals to the right and left,
respectively.
Electrophysiological experiments. Animals were briefly anesthetized
and glued onto a small preparation platform. The ocelli were covered
with black paint. In the case of monocular stimulation experiments, the
left compound eye was also painted black. A small hole was cut above
the right lobula plate into the rearside of the head capsula for insertion
of the recording electrode. The legs, the proboscis and its retractor
muscles, and the esophagus were dissected off in order to reduce movements of the brain during recording. The animals were then positioned
in the experimental setup and oriented with respect to the grating under
microscopic control as described previously. During the experiments,
the animals were supplied with saline and oxygen (see Hausen, 1982a,
for further details).
All measurements were performed on the HSE of the right lobula
plate. The graded responses of the cell to the motion stimuli presented
in the standard program were recorded intracellularly and stored on
magnetic tape for later analysis. The recordings were performed with
microelectrodes filled with 3% (wt/vol) aqueous solution of the fluorescent dve Lucifer vellow CH (Stewart. 1978). and the identity of each
recorded cell was checked after the experiment by iontophoretic dye
injection and subsequent inspection of the brain under the fluorescence
microscope.
Except for the transient recordings shown in Figure 1, the electrophysiological data presented in this study are response averages based
on 15 measurements performed with 5 animals.

Results
Transient cellular and behavioral responses
under stimulation
with horizontal motion
In 2 initial

series of experiments,

the transient

responses of the

HSE and the transient flight torque responsesof blowflies to
horizontal

motion

were recorded.

The flies were stimulated

in

theseexperimentswith 2 gratingsplacedsymmetrically in front
of the left and right eye at 1c,= *45”, 0 = 0”. The left grating
was kept stationary; the right grating was moved horizontally
with a contrast frequency of w/X = 1 Hz. The motion stimuli
were displayed according to the standardprogram. The graded
signalsof the HSE and the flight torque signalsof the fixed flying
flies were continuously recorded and averaged. The resulting
responsepatterns are shown in Figure 1.
The signaltrace of the HSE (Fig. la) showsthat the cell is a
directionally selectiveinterneuron respondingto horizontal motion. Stimulation

with back to front motion

leads to a hyper-

polarization (responseamplitude H = -4.6 mV), whereasfront
to back motion induces a massive depolarization (H = +8.6
mV) of the cell with respectto the resting potential (-48 mV).
The responsesare brisk and sustained,showing only a weak
adaptation during the stimulation interval. The flight torque
responsesof the blowfly to these motion stimuli are shown in
Figure 1b. Stimulation with front to back motion leadsto a
significant positive flight torque signal (T = +7 dyne cm), indicating an intended turning with respectto the grating motion,
whereasstimulation with back to front motion is ineffective.
Further measurements(see below) demonstrate that the responses
to back to front motion are rather variable in Calliphora
and that weak responsesof opposite sign also can be elicited
under this condition. A comparison between the 2 recordings
showsthat onset and decay of the torque responseto motion
are slow as compared to the respective signalcomponentsin
the HSE.
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Figure 1. Transient gradedresponsesof the equatorial horizontal cell

HSE (a) and transient torque responsesof tethered flying flies (b) to
stimulation with motion. Both recordings were performed with Culli-

phoru under identical stimulation conditions, with two periodic gratings
placed at $ = ?45”, 8 = 0” in the frontal visual field of the fly (inset).
Each grating had a diameter d = 39.6”, a spatial wavelength X = 13.2”,
and a mean luminance I = 70 cd m-2. The right grating was moved
horizontally with a contrast frequency of 1 Hz. The left grating was kept
stationary. The motion stimuli are indicated at the bottom of the figure.
The response traces shown are averages of 150 intracellular measurements in 5 HSE of different animals and of 200 behavioral measurements in 14 flies. The HSE responds with a graded hyperpolarization
(negative signal deflection) and depolarization (positive deflection) to
stimulation with back to front and front to back motion, indicating that
the cell is activated by front to back motion. Positive flight torque
responses, indicating intended clockwise turnings of the fixed flying
animals, are elicited under stimulation with front to back motion. The
response amplitudes H and T are evaluated quantitatively in the following experiments.

The transient flight torque responses of Muscu to this stimulation (not shown in Fig. 1) resemble closely those of Culliphoru. They differ from the illustrated signal trace only with respect
to the response to back to front motion, which can always be
observed in Musca, and the time course of the response after
the end of the motion stimuli (Hausen and Wehrhahn, 1990).
Hence, monocular stimulation with front to back motion activates the ipsilateral HSE and simultaneously induces a strong
torque response of the flying animal following the direction of
motion. The results are in full accordance with previous electrophysiological measurements in Culliphoru (Hausen, 1982b)
and torque measurements in Calliphora and Musca (Hausen
and Wehrhahn, 1983; Wehrhahn, 1987). The dependence of the
cellular and behavioral responses on various stimulus parameters are evaluated quantitatively in the experiments described
next.
Response dependence on the direction of motion
In this experimental series, the responses of the HSE of Calliphora and the flight torque responses of Musca and Calliphora
were evaluated as functions of the direction of the grating mo-

tion. The grating was positioned in the right visual field at + =
+40”, 6’ = O”, and its orientation and direction of motion were
changed in steps of 30”. In each orientation, grating motion was
displayed according to the standard program. The left eyes of
the tested flies were painted black in these and all following
experiments in order to exclude response contributions from
the left optic lobe. The results of the experiments are shown in
Figure 2.
The electrophysiological data (Fig. 2~) illustrate the directional characteristics of the HSE. The cell responds with maximal depolarization to stimulation with front to back motion
(LY= 0”; see inset) and is maximally inhibited by motion in the
reverse direction. The response amplitudes decrease when the
direction of motions deviates from the preferred direction. The
curve approximates cosine (a), which means that the HSE is
driven by the horizontal projection of the motion vector.
The behavioral measurements yield similar results (Fig. 2b).
In both species, the induced flight torque responses reach peak
values under stimulation with front to back motion and decline
gradually when the direction of motion is changed. Negative
torque responses to back to front motion are weak and clearly
expressed only in Musca.
Thus, the response dependencies on the direction of motion
found in the electrophysiological and behavioral experiments
on Calliphora are highly similar. A comparison of the torque
responses of both species of flies shows that they are also in
close agreement with each other except for the difference in
amplitude under stimulation with back to front motion. The
latter is regarded as a minor quantitative discrepancy rather
than an indication of a qualitative difference in the sensory input
organization of the motor systems in the 2 species.
Response dependence on the contrast frequency of motion
The cellular responses of the HSE in Culliphoru and the flight
torque responses of Calliphora and Musca were evaluated using
the same experimental conditions as described in the last section
except that the direction of motion was kept constant at CY= 0”
and that the contrast frequency w/X of the grating was changed
in discrete steps. The results of the experiments are compiled
in Figure 3.
The electrophysiological measurements (Fig. 3a) reveal that
the HSE responds to a wide range of contrast frequencies. The
lower and upper response thresholds of the cell lie at about 0.005
Hz and 50 Hz, respectively, and the response maximum is
reached at contrast frequencies of l-5 Hz. The results of the
respective torque measurements in Musca and Calliphora (Fig.
3b) reveal some interspecies differences but are consistent with
the electrophysiological data. In both species of flies, the lower
and upper response thresholds lie at about 0.005-0.01 Hz and
50-100 Hz, respectively. The induced torque responsesare maximal at contrast frequencies of 0.5-5 Hz.
The results demonstrate that the HSE in Culliphoru as well
as the torque-generating motor systems in Calliphora and Musca
have highly similar contrast frequency characteristics.
Response dependence on the mean luminance of the motion
stimulus
The measurements in this series of experiments were again performed with monocular stimulation of the animals. Direction
and velocity of the pattern motion were kept constant (CX= O”,
w/X
= 1 Hz), and the mean luminance of the grating was varied
by means of neutral density filters.
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Figure 2. Graded responses of the HSE of CuZliphoru (a), and flight torque responses (b) of tethered flying Culliphoru (0) and MUXU (A) as
functions of the direction LYof grating motion. The grating was positioned at $ = +40”, 0 = 0” (inset) and was moved according to the standard
stimulus sequence shown in Figure 1. The direction LYof pattern motion was varied in steps of 30”. The other pattern parameters were constant
(w/A = 1 Hz, X = 13.2”, I = 70 cd m-2, d = 39.6”). The plotted values are response averages obtained from 15 measurements in HSE of the right
lobula plates of 5 flies and from 20 torque measurements in 12 flies of each species. The bars at each point represent SD of the mean. The data
were normalized for better comparison. The left eyes of the flies were covered with black paint. The curves demonstrate that the cellular responses
and the flight torque responses depend similarly on the direction of motion. The HSE is activated preferentially by front to back motion and is
inhibited by back to front motion. Positive torque responses indicating intended clockwise turnings of the flies also are elicited by front to back
motion. Weak torque responses of opposite sign are induced by motion in the reverse direction.

The electrophysiologicalresults (Fig. 4~) reveal that the responseamplitudes of the HSE strongly depend on the mean
luminance I of the stimulus and increaseover a range of 2 log
units from threshold to saturation. The responsethreshold lies
about 3-4 log units below the standard luminance (log I = 0)
at about 7-70 x 1O-4cd mm*.The resultsof the respectiveflight
torque measurementsin Culliphora (Fig. 4b) closely fit the electrophysiological data. The data obtained from Musca (Fig. 4b)

w+l.O
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I

indicate responsesaturation at the sameluminance level asin
Calliphora but differ somewhatwith respectto the slopeof the
responsefunction.
Responsedependenceon the stimulusposition
Finally, the responsesof the HSE and the flight motor system
were measuredas a function of the stimulus position in the
visual field. The pattern was presentedin the equatorial plane
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Figure 3. Graded responses of the HSE of Culliphoru (a), and flight torque responses (b) of tethered flying Calliphoru (0) and h4uscu (A) as function
of the contrast frequency W/A of grating motion. Contrast frequency (given in Hz) of a periodic grating is defined as the ratio between angular
velocity (measured in degrees/set) and spatial wavelength (measured in degrees) of the pattern. Other pattern parameters and data evaluation are
described in legend of Figure 2. The cellular and behavioral responses depend strongly and in highly similar manner on the contrast frequency of
the stimulus. Peak responses were obtained under stimulation with contrast frequencies of 0.5-5 Hz.
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Figure 4. Graded responses of the HSE of Calliphora (a) and flight torque responses (b) of Calliphora (0) and Musca (A) as function of the mean
luminance of the moving grating. The standard luminance at I = 0 equals 70 cd m-2 and was varied in steps by means of neutral density filters.
Other stimulus parameters and data evaluation as specified in legend of Figure 2. The curves demonstrate that response threshold and saturation
of the cellular and behavioral responses lie at about 3-4 log units and l-2 log units below standard luminance, respectively.

of the compound eyesand was shifted horizontally in stepsof
20”. In each position, the responseto the standard stimulation
was recorded.
The electrophysiologicalmeasurements
reveal a characteristic
spatialvariation in the local sensitivity of the HSE of Calliphora.
The moving pattern elicits maximal responseswhen positioned
in front of the animal at $J= O-20”, LJ= 0”. Stimulation of the
lateral part of the right (i.e., ipsilateral)visual field issignificantly
lesseffective.
The behavioral measurementsin Calliphora and Musca reveal a pronounced difference to the spatial sensitivity distribution of the HSE. In both species,the responsemaximum is
shifted laterally and lies at 1c,= 40” (Musca) and $J= 40-60”
(Calliphora). As in the HSE, the responseamplitudes decrease
for more lateral stimuluspositionsand decline steeplywhen the
stimulusis moved through the frontal visual field into the contralateral hemisphere.
Thus, in contrast to the resultsof the previous experiments,
the data shown in Figure 5 clearly are not compatible with the
notion that, under the present stimulus conditions, the flight
torque generationis governed solely by the HSE.

Discussion
Functional propertiesof the horizontal system
In the presentstudy, averageresponses
of the HSE of Calliphora
to stimulation with a large, moving grating wereevaluated. The
experimentscomplementprevious measurementson individual
horizontal cells performed under similar conditions (Hausen,
1982a, b). The results of both studiesare in close agreement
with each other, indicating that responsevariability between
horizontal cells of different animals is low.
The presentdata clearly show that the HSE respondsto horizontal motions and that it is selectively activated by front to
back motion. The response,however, alsodependson the other
stimulus parametersinvestigated. The cell encodesthis particular combination of the parametersof a given motion stimulus
rather than simply its direction. In contrast, other factors, such

as the size of the stimulus, have only minor influence on the
responseamplitude (seeFig. 7). The latter property isconsidered
to result from a gain control mechanism,which causeshigh
sensitivity of the cell to small stimuli and prevents response
saturation under large-field stimulation (Hausen, 1982b).
As noted, the horizontal systemin the lobula plate of the fly
comprises2 further cell types, the HSN and HSS, which scan
the dorsal and ventral parts of the ipsilateral visual field, respectively. Although the basic responseproperties of all three
horizontal cellsare similar, they show somecharacteristicfunctional differences(Hausen, 1982a,b). In the HSN and the HSS,
the preferred directions are slightly tilted as compared to that
of the HSE. Furthermore, the HSN and HSE, but not the HSS,
are additionally activated by back to front motion in the contralateral visual field and must, hence,be regardedasbinocular
elementsencodinghorizontal rotations of the environment.
Anatomical studieshave revealedthat homologoushorizontal
systemsexist in other speciesof calliphorid flies as well as in
Muscidae and Drosophilidae (Pierantoni, 1976; Heisenberget
al., 1978;Eckert, 1981; Fischbachand Heisenberg,1984;Strausfeld and Bassemir, 1985; Hausen, unpublishedobservations).
Electrophysiologicalrecordingsin the calliphorid fly Phaenicia
(Eckert, 1981) show that the signalsand the general response
pattern of the HS cells in this speciesare almost indistinguishable from thoseof Calliphora. Detailed physiologicalstudieson
the HS systemsof Musca and Drosophilaare still lacking. Both
systemsare, however, structurally very similar to the HS system
of Calliphora, and preliminary recordingsin Musca show that
the signalsof thesecellsresemblethoseof Calliphora (Hausen,
unpublishedobservations).It seemsthusjustified to assumethat
the physiological properties of the HS systemsin Musca and
Drosophilaare basically the sameasthose in Calliphora.
Responsepropertiesof the flight torque generatingsystem
under large-jeld stimulation
Flight torque responses
to motion have beenstudiedextensively
in Musca and Drosophila,but only few investigationshave been
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Figure 5. Graded responses of the HSE of Calliphora (a) and flight torque responses (b) of Calliphora (0) and Musca (A) as function of the grating
position #. Other stimulus parameters and data evaluation as specified in legend of Figure 2. The HSE shows a response maximum for grating
positions at # = O-20”. The response amplitudes decline steeply when the pattern is moved into the contralateral half of the visual field (left eye
covered with black paint) and decrease gradually for pattern positions in the lateral visual field. The behavioral responses differ from the cellular
responses with respect to the response maximum, which is found at 4 = 40-60”.

performedin Calliphora (Reichardt et al., 1983;Egelhaaf,1985a, of the beat amplitude of one wing and simultaneousincreaseof
b, c). The stimulusconditions differ considerably in the various
the beat amplitude of the other wing. This differential flight
studies,and a major goal of the presentexperimentswasto gain
force generation is controlled by steeringmusclesof the flight
behavioral data on Musca and Calliphora that allow direct commotor, which are selectively activated or inhibited by horizontal
parisonsbetweenthe 2 speciesand that are, in addition, commotion in the visual field (Sptiler, 1980; Heide, 1983; Gotz,
parable to electrophysiologicalresults.
1983). Since there is anatomical evidence that the horizontal
The presentbehavioral data reveal, first, that the flight torque
system is connected via intemeurons to the thoracic ganglion
responses
in both speciesdependstrongly and in a highly similar
(Hausenet al., 1981; Strausfeld and Bassemir,1985; Hausen,
manneron the stimulusparameterstested. Closer examination
unpublished observations), we assumethat it is functionally
of the data reveals responsedifferencesbetween the 2 species coupled to the motor system such that it inhibits particular
of flies in all experiments. These differences,however, are of
ipsilateral steering muscles and activates contralateral ones,
minor significanceand are not interpreted as indications of a
causinga simultaneousdecreaseof the ipsilateral and increase
different sensoryinput organization of the 2 motor systems.
of the contralateral beat amplitudes (seeFig. 6). Hence, monPrevious results on Musca concerning the flight torque deocular front to back motion, which excites the ipsilateral HS
pendenceon the various parametersinvestigated hereagreewell
system,will lead to the generation of flight torque, turning the
with the present data. Peak responseswere in all casesfound
flying animal toward the stimulated side.Although back to front
for front to back movement, for contrast frequenciesof l-8 Hz
motion in front of one eye leads to hyperpolarization of the
ipsilateral horizontal cells, which for physiological reasonsis
(Reichardt, 1965;Eckert, 1973;Wehrhahn, 1987),and for stimulus positions at $ = 20-40” (Reichardt, 1973; Wehrhahn and
unlikely to be transmitted by their output synapses,it can neverHausen, 1980; Wehrhahn, 1987). The threshold stimulus-luthelesselicit turnings in the opposite direction, since the contralateral HSE and HSN are activated by this motion. The obminanceofthe flight torque responsewaspreviously determined
at 6.1 O-5cd.m-2, which is about l-2 ordersof magnitudebelow
servedlow efficiency of back to front motion in eliciting torque
that found here (Eckert, 1971). The latter measurementswere,
responses(Figs. 1, 2) may be due partly to the particular physhowever, performed with a moving panoramastimulating large
iological properties of the horizontal cells.The signalsoccurring
areasof both eyes,which might account for this difference.
in the HS cellsunder contralateral stimulation are regulartrains
of action potentials that differ considerably from the graded
Comparable behavioral measurementsalso have been performed in Drosophila. Again, front to back motion with a conresponsesobserved under ipsilateral stimulation. This means
trast frequency of around 1 Hz hasbeen found to be the most
that ipsilateral and contralateral inputs originate from different
synaptic sites.It is thus conceivable that the relative efficiencies
effective stimulus to elicit flight torque responses(Gotz, 1968;
Buchner, 1976).Taken together, the available data strongly inof both types of signalsin driving the output synapsesof the
dicate that the sensoryinput organization of the motor systems HS cells are different (Hausen, 1982a).Since the transient reis similar in all three species.
sponsesof the HSE and the motor systemdiffer with respectto
their time courses(Fig. 1) one has to postulate, in addition, a
Functional connections between horizontal system and flight
neuronal low passfilter or leaky integrator in the pathway bemotor control
tween HS cells and motoneurons(Reichardt et al., 1983; EgelIt is known from studiesin Drosophila (Gotz, 1968, 1983; Gotz
haaf, 1985a,b, c). In spite of the slight differencesbetweenthe
cellular and the behavioral responsesto large-fieldstimulation,
et al., 1979)that flight torque is generatedmainly by reduction
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additional torque control system is obtained from flight torque
measurements in mutant or lesioned flies.

Figure 6. The concept of flight torque control by HS and FD cells.
The HS cells of each optic lobe are activated by rotatory global horizontal motion and induce flight torque responses (7) of the flying animal
by differential modulation ofthe ipsilateral and contralateral flight forces
produced by the wings. The FD cells are stimulated by local horizontal
motion in the ipsilateral visual field and induce flight torque responses
toward the stimulus. The signals of the cells are low-pass filtered (r;) in
the pathway between sensory and motor system.

we regard their general consistency as strong support for the
proposed role of the HS cells in behavioral control.
The only evidence indicating the influence of another sensory
input to the motor system arises in the present data from the
different spatial sensitivities of the HSE and the torque generating system (Fig. 5). Independent evidence in support of an

Flight torque responses offries with lesions or deficient
horizontal systems
Behavioral measurements in blowflies, the horizontal cells of
which were lesioned microsurgically in one optic lobe, have
revealed that their flight torque responses to horizontal motion
are strongly impaired (Hausen and Wehrhahn, 1983). Under
binocular stimulation with moving gratings, the response to
front to back motion controlled by the operated optic lobe was
found to vanish completely, whereas the response to front to
back motion in front of the intact eye remained normal. This
result seems to be fully consistent with the proposed connection
between HS cells and motor system. It was noticed in this study,
however, that monocular stimulation of the operated side still
induced torque responses, indicating the existence of an independent cellular system for the control of flight torque, which
obviously was not affected by the lesion. These effects are investigated in detail in the second part of this study (Hausen and
Wehrhahn, 1990).
Similar observations have been made in houseflies, the horizontal systems of which were unilaterally eliminated by laser
ablation in an early larval stage. These animals showed reduced
but still significant flight torque responses to monocular stimulation of the ipsilateral eye (Geiger and NHssel, 198 1, 1982).
The amplitudes of the remaining responses were found to be
critically dependent on the size of the stimulus. Whereas the
responses to large-field motion were reduced by about 30%, the
responses to movement of a single narrow stripe remained un-
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of theHSE(0) andthe spikeactivity of the ED1(A) areplottedasfunctionof the sizeof a movingpanoramasegment
of constant
height(70”)and variablewidth. The segment
wasoscillatedhorizontallyaroundthe fly with a frequencyof 2.5 Hz andan amplitudeof +5”, and
thecellularresponses
wererecordedduringphases
of front to backmotion(preferreddirectionof bothcells).Verticallinesa, b, c indicatestimulation
with a narrowsegment
(width SO),a medium-sized
segment
of equalangularsizeasthe gratingusedin the presentstudy,and a largesegment
(width 120”),respectively.The responses
of the 2 cellsto these3 stimuliarecompiledin b for direct comparison.a, Additional datafrom an
independent
measurement
on an HSE(0), whichwasstimulatedwith front to backmotionof a periodicgrating,the sizeof whichwasincreased
gradually.Thegratingwasidenticalto the oneusedin the presentexperiments
andwasdisplayedin full sizeat the valuemarkedwith the vertical
line b. It waspositionedat $ = +30”, 0 = 0” andwasmovedwith w/X= 1.5Hz. The curvesillustratethe differentspatialcharacteristics
of the
HSEandthe FD1. Whereasthe ED1 showspeakresponses
understimulationwith smallpatterns,the HSEresponds
preferentiallyto stimulation
with largepatterns.The plot shows,in addition,that the gratingusedin the presentstudyactivatesboth cellsaboutequally.Datacompiledand
redrawnfrom Hausen,1982h,Reichardtet al., 1983;Egelhaaf,1985b.
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altered as compared to the response components controlled by
the intact optic lobe.
In Drosophila, the response behavior of mutants deficient of
horizontal cells (Heisenberg et al., 1978) was thoroughly investigated. Flight torque responses to a moving panorama were
clearly reduced (Blondeau and Heisenberg, 1982). The responses
to moving single stripes, however, remained existent in the mutant flies and were recently studied in detail (Bausenwein et al.,
1986). From these findings, it was suggested that Drosophila’s
optomotor flight control is organized by 2 partially parallel subunits, one subunit generating an “object” response the other a
“large-field’ response.
In conclusion, observations on animals of all 3 species deficient in horizontal cells yield strong evidence in favor of
proposed functional role of these cells in flight torque control.
There are clear indications that the main significance of the HS
cells lies in the processing of large-field motion and that motion
of small objects is processed by a separate neural system.
Flight torque responses to stimulation with relative motion of
object and background
Recent studies on the transient response behavior of flies under
complex stimulation with a small textured object (stripe) moving in front of a textured panorama gave the first clear evidence
that, even in normal flies, motion-induced flight torque responses cannot be explained solely by HS control. Torque generation under this condition relies essentially on the computation of relative motion between object and background (Reichardt
et al., 1983) which requires the evaluation of global as well as
local motions. The functional properties of the recently described FD cells in Calfiphora fit exactly into this concept (Egelhaaf, 1985a, b, c). The FD cells respond selectively to small
stimuli moving horizontally within their receptive fields and are
binocularly inhibited by horizontal motion of the entire environment. The dynamics of the torque responses of flies to relative motions between an object and the background could be
modeled in computer simulations assuming a sensory control
network of 2 subsystems equivalent to the HS cells and the FD
cells (Fig. 6).
Contributions of HS cells and FD cells to torque control under
stimulation with moving gratings
On the basis of the physiological properties of the HS and the
FD cells, a rough assessment of their possible contributions to
flight torque control under different stimulus conditions is possible (Fig. 6). Because of their particular spatial integration properties, the HS cells are fully active under stimulation with a
moving panorama, whereas the FD cells are inactivated. Hence,
the HS cells will dominate the torque control in this situation.
In contrast, the FD cells will play the dominant role under
stimulation, with a small stripe moving in a contrast-free panorama. The present stimulation with large gratings represents
an intermediate situation. As shown in Figure 7, both the HS
system and the FD system must be assumed to contribute to
torque control under this condition, and the discrepancy between the spatial sensitivity characteristics of the HS cells and
the torque generating system found in the present study may
well be due to the activity of the FD cells.
To date, 2 FD cells sensitive to front to back motion (FDl,
FD4) and 2 further cells sensitive to back to front motion have
been described (Egelhaaf, 1985b). In the present context, the
former cells are of major interest. Figure 8 shows that the FDl
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Figure 8. Spatial sensitivity distribution of the sensory system controlling flight torque generation (a) and of the equatorial horizontal cell
HSE and the FD cells FDl and ED4 (b). The behavioral data and the
data on the HSE are taken from the present stimulation experiments
with moving gratings (Fig. 5). The data on the FD cell are redrawn from
a previous study (Enelhaaf, 1985b3.in which a textured vertical striue
oscillating hoi&or&By in a panorama around the fly was used for stimulation (width of stripe 5”, length of stripe 70”, oscillation frequency 2.5
Hz, oscillation amnlitude + 59. The cellular resnonses were normalized.
A comparison of the 2 plots hemonstrates that the slope of the curve
in a does not fit the spatial sensitivity distribution of the HSE but may
well result from superposition of all three cellular response curves if
they are weighted accordingly.

of the right lobula plate has a receptive field, which covers the
whole dorsoventral extent of the frontal eye region between $
= -20” and fi = +80” and has a sensitivity maximum at $ =
+ 10”. The FD4 scans the region between 3/ = -20” and # =
+ 120” and reaches its peak sensitivity at 11,= + 50”. The spatial
sensitivity characteristics of the HSE and the 2 FD cells and the
spatial sensitivity of the torque control system are plotted in
Figure 8. This demonstrates that participation of the FD cells
in torque control might, in fact, explain the differences between
the spatial sensitivity distributions of the HS cells and the motor
system. Independent information about the contributions of the
sensory subsystems can be gained by lesion experiments in different parts of the brain. The results of such experiments performed on Calliphora will be presented in a subsequent paper.
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